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It was an era of peace and prosperity for the United Kingdom, 
the Victorian style penetrated fashion, architecture, literature 
and visual arts. The development of the plain-stitch machine 
saw a rise in factory made clothing and increased use of 
trim, while new cheaper dyes were developed allowing for 
greater use of colour.

In line with the signature style of Alexander McQueen, 
designer Sarah Burton further developed the Victorian 
theme that is apparent in all McQueen collections, this time 
turning down the drama for a more elegant approach.

“I wanted it to be believable, touchable, soft,” said Burton.
Executed on a creamy white base similar in colour 

to Resene Eighth Truffle, the floral gown is classic and 
referential, without stepping into the realm of costume, 
which the McQueen brand has been known to do.

Erdem’s collection was a showcase of florals, texture, 
trimmings and detailing. His inspiration came from a dark 
place, but was used to create beautiful pieces that help tell 

the story of prairie madness.
“In 1862, Abraham Lincoln passed the Homestead Act, so 

there were all these women coming from Europe bringing 
their clothes and remnants of their lives – and they started 
to suffer from agoraphobia and all kinds of psychological 
illness,” said Erdem.

Floral applique featured throughout the collection, with 
greens in a colour akin to Resene Streetwise, coupled with 
the Victorian treatment of the fabric.

The work of J.W. Anderson has always been 
unpredictable, but this season was a cataclysmic fusion 
of decades throughout time. The colour palette was 
simple, incorporating a dark blue much like that of Resene 
Blueprint. Along with the Victorian silhouettes, Anderson 
referenced punk motifs from the ‘80s, finishings from the 
‘90s and called it a woman’s odyssey.

“The idea that if you took a date in time and sliced it 
through and looked at what everyone was doing at that 
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time, would it mean anything?” said Jonathan Anderson, 
designer J.W. Anderson.

Don’t be fooled by the fact that Mother of Pearl showcased 
this floral jumpsuit, it is still very much in reference to the 
Victorian way of dress. The long sleeves, high neck and 
beautiful pink floral print all point to a summer in the palace 
garden drinking tea. Resene Princess is a delicate pink 
shade; very fitting with its name, and much like the pink in the 
jumpsuit, is evocative of joy and love.

It is fitting that Simone Rocha would showcase her 
collection in a venue so rich in British history. Lancaster 
House in London was the stage for Rocha’s latest work, 
which had clear references to various key moments in the 
English timeline mixed with the inevitable influence of her 
time spent in Japan.

“I found out I was pregnant while I was in Japan, working 
on a project with Dover Street Market Ginza, and then went 
on to Kyoto for a few days,” said Rocha.

In a colour similar to Resene Moscato, the pink bouncy 
dresses held shapes typical of the Victorian style, but executed 
in a fabric much more sheer than would ever have been seen 
on a lady. Coupled with the kimono influenced bows and 
subtle references to Japanese warriors, the collection was 
a break away from Rocha’s usual style as she continues to 
develop what her brand will be.   

Victorian Opulence


